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LOCAL BUILDER MINCOVE HOMES CLAIMS YET ANOTHER 

AWARD 

On Saturday 20th of July, several employees from Mincove Homes attended the Master 

Builders NSW Regional Excellence Awards in Ulladulla. The event is held as a celebration 

for local builders of the region and gives them all a chance to showcase their best work. 

Mincove Homes entered a stunning Shell Cove project in the “Contract Homes” category 

only to emerge victorious! Director John Howle was on hand to accept the award on the 

night.  

 

This is Mincove Homes’ 4th Master Builders Association (MBA) award, a testament to the 

outstanding quality and attention to detail that goes into each one of their homes from 

not only the skilled trades on site but the hard-working team behind the scenes. The 

judges were impressed by the presentation of the home, making specific comments 

about the tiling & quality of the kitchen. 

 

“This is a great achievement not only for Mincove Homes but for our wonderful suppliers; 

Leisure Coast Kitchens, Tile Direct, Harvey Norman Commercial among others all 

deserve a special mention for their efforts too!” - said Marketing Coordinator Reece 

Conley 

 

“A big congratulations has to go to the clients, they worked alongside Mincove during the 

whole process from sales to construction and their commitment to this project is really 

reflected in the end product.” Production Manager Bede Gillard added. 

 

The house is located in Shell Cove, it features a modern, architectural facade 

complemented by some beautiful landscaping and feature timber work. The house has 

showstopping features throughout, from the intricate herringbone tiling to the 

well-equipped and stylish kitchen and the well-equipped entertaining area - there’s too 

many to mention.  

 



Overall, a great achievement for a local, family-owned business and further proof that 

local businesses can punch well above their weight on the grand stage.  

#ENDS 

 

Word Count =  290 

ABOUT Mincove Homes, a local, family-owned business that’s been building beautiful, 

award-winning homes for the people of the Illawarra, Shoalhaven and Southern 

Highlands for over 20 years. 

 

Reece Conley 

reece@mincove.com.au 

(02) 4256 0222 (Mon - Fri 8am - 4.30pm) 
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1.  

Several employees accepting the award at the 2019 Master Builders Association Award of 

Excellence 

(L to R) Reece Conley, Jodie McCance, Tracy Howle, Joshua Walsh, John Howle 
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2.  

Directors John & Shayne Howle with the MBA award for best contract home.  

John (L) & Shayne (R) Howle 

 

3.  

The home located in Shell Cove 

Provide information about any photos you send here - include the caption or description 

of each file (with the filename referred to), and also include the credit for the photo(s) 

i.e. who took\owns the photo(s) 

 

 


